SUPERIOR MARK™

Installs Fast
Simply pull off our QuickPeel Liner and stick to a clean and dry floor. Zero dry time! Open to traffic immediately.

Patented Design
Our dual beveled edge design features a recessed adhesive system. Made from durable PVC plastic, and measuring 32 mils thick, Superior Mark™'s quality is unmatched.

Easily Removable
To remove Superior Mark™, use a blade to get under the edge and break the adhesive’s seal to the floor. Once you have enough tape loose, pull with both hands. The tape comes up in one piece, without leaving residue, eliminating the need for laborious scraping and cleaning.

Size: Available in 2"x100’ or 4"x100’
Thickness: 32 mils
Adhesive: Pressure sensitive recessed adhesive
Edges: Beveled for maximum durability against heavy traffic.
Surface: Smooth, glossy finish that resists dirt and is easily cleaned.

SEE ALL OUR OPTIONS AT Stop-Painting.com
Create Visually Organized Floor Layouts With Flexibility

With the rise in popularity of organizational systems like Lean and 5S, many companies are realizing gains in efficiency from color coding and labeling their workspaces. With Superior Mark™, you can label away without committing to a permanent layout. Because it is removable, companies have the freedom to practice “Continuous Improvement,” changing floor layouts to best accommodate their most efficient work flows.

Endless Customizable Options

Superior Mark™ can be custom printed with any message, graphics, or even photos! Because it is reverse printed, the ink is protected from surface damage. From hazard stripes to bar codes, clearly communicate the importance of safety and organization with our crisp prints!